
An Oral History Of Black Arts Movement
Theater And Performance
The Black Arts Movement of the 1960s and 1970s was an important period in
American history, as it empowered African-American artists to reclaim their
cultural identity and challenge the oppressive systems they faced. This
movement had a profound impact on various art forms, including theater and
performance. In this article, we will explore the rich and inspiring history of Black
Arts Movement theater by delving into the voices of the artists themselves.

The Rise of Black Arts Movement Theater

The Black Arts Movement emerged during a time of heightened racial tensions in
the United States, with African-Americans forcefully demanding their rights and
freedom. In response to these challenges, black theater artists took to the stage
to tell their stories, celebrate their culture, and protest racial injustice. This era
witnessed an upswing in the production of plays, musicals, and performance
pieces that were specifically created by and for African-Americans.

Through these artistic expressions, African-American theater artists explored
themes related to their identity, heritage, and struggle for equality. Their
performances aimed to educate, empower, and unite the African-American
community in the face of adversity. It became a medium for raising
consciousness, inspiring activism, and pushing for social change.
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Pioneers of Black Arts Movement Theater

Some of the most influential figures in Black Arts Movement theater include
Lorraine Hansberry, Amiri Baraka, and Ntozake Shange. Lorraine Hansberry's
groundbreaking play, "A Raisin in the Sun," explored the experiences of a black
family living in Chicago's segregated neighborhoods. The play not only resonated
with African-American audiences but also helped break down racial barriers in the
theater industry.

Amiri Baraka, formerly known as LeRoi Jones, was a poet, playwright, and
activist who played a crucial role in shaping Black Arts Movement theater. He
founded the Black Arts Repertory Theatre School, promoting African-American
cultural expression by providing training and opportunities for black artists.
Baraka's plays, including "Dutchman" and "The Slave," delved deep into the
traumas and struggles faced by the African-American community.

Ntozake Shange's iconic work, "For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide
/ When the Rainbow Is Enuf," combined poetry, dance, and music to portray the
experiences of black women. Through her experimental and innovative approach,
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Shange paved the way for new forms of theatrical storytelling that were centered
around the voices and experiences of black women.

Voices From the Past: Oral History Interviews

In order to gain a deeper understanding of Black Arts Movement theater, it is
essential to hear from the artists themselves. Several oral history interviews have
been conducted with the pioneers and participants of this movement, providing
valuable insights into their experiences and the impact of their work.

One such interview is with Lorraine Hansberry, who discussed her motivations
behind writing "A Raisin in the Sun" and the challenges she faced as a black
woman in the predominantly white theater industry. She spoke passionately about
the importance of representation and the need to tell authentic stories that reflect
the diversity of the African-American experience.

Another insightful interview is with Amiri Baraka, where he reflected on the
significance of creating spaces for black artists to thrive and the power of theater
as a tool for liberation. He shared anecdotes about the early days of the Black
Arts Movement and the collective spirit that fueled their artistic endeavors.

Additionally, Ntozake Shange's interview shed light on her artistic process and
how she aimed to break free from traditional theatrical conventions. She
emphasized the importance of creating works that resonated with black women
and challenged societal norms.

The Legacy of Black Arts Movement Theater

The impact of Black Arts Movement theater continues to reverberate through the
theater industry today. It paved the way for a new generation of African-American
theater artists who have continued the fight for equality and representation. They



have expanded the boundaries of what can be achieved on stage and have
challenged traditional narratives.

Black voices are now more visible than ever, with theaters across the country
featuring works by African-American playwrights and showcasing diverse
experiences. The Black Arts Movement laid the foundation for this progress,
calling for inclusivity, authenticity, and the celebration of black culture.

In , the Black Arts Movement theater was a powerful force that revolutionized the
way African-American stories were told on stage. Through their performances
and artistic expressions, black theater artists challenged systemic racism,
celebrated their culture, and inspired a new generation of artists. Their works
continue to be celebrated and studied, drawing attention to the struggles and
triumphs of the African-American experience.
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The first oral history to fully explore the contributions of black women intellectuals
to the Black Arts Movement, Sistuhs in the Struggle reclaims a vital yet under-
researched chapter in African American, women’s, and theater history. This
groundbreaking study documents how black women theater artists and activists—
many of whom worked behind the scenes as directors, designers, producers,
stage managers, and artistic directors—disseminated the black aesthetic and
emboldened their communities.

Drawing on nearly thirty original interviews with well-known artists such as
Ntozake Shange and Sonia Sanchez as well as less-studied figures including
distinguished lighting designer Shirley Prendergast, dancer and choreographer
Halifu Osumare, and three-time Tony-nominated writer and composer Micki
Grant, La Donna L. Forsgren centers black women’s cultural work as a crucial
component of civil rights and black power activism. Sistuhs in the Struggle is an
essential collection for theater scholars, historians, and students interested in
learning how black women’s art and activism both advanced and critiqued the
ethos of the Black Arts and Black Power movements.
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Jessi's Big Break: The Baby-Sitters Club (1986-
1999)
The Baby-Sitters Club is a beloved book series that captured the hearts
of many young readers from 1986 to 1999. Created by Ann M. Martin,
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